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Executive Summary

Butadiene: IHSChemical’s marker for the January US
butadiene contract price decreased by 0.02 cents per
pound (cpp) to 28.5 cpp ($625 per ton) from December.
This reflects a split settlement, with final nominations
ranging from 25 to 34 cpp. In Asia, the average butadiene
price for December decreased slightly again to $625/ton.
The European contract price for December was €590 /ton.
The January contract price settled down by €35/ton to
€555/ton.

Synthetic Rubber: One of the biggest concerns for North
American rubber producers remains their competitive
position relative to imports. The European synthetic
rubber markets showed a positive demand trend in
December. In Asia, the synthetic rubber market was under
pressure from falling crude oil and natural rubber prices,
and weak demand.

Natural Rubber:
Continuing weak demand amid global economic concerns and lower expected global economic
growth pressured both synthetic and natural rubber market sentiment.
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Synthetic Rubber
Monthly Market Summary
Asia
In Asia, the synthetic rubber market was
under pressure from falling crude oil and
natural rubber prices, and weak demand.
Crude oil prices hit 10 year lows during the
month, hounded by global oversupply. The
natural rubber market was affected by the
falling crude oil prices and weak demand.
Natural rubber prices hit 10 year lows, which
put pressure on the synthetic rubber market.
In the meantime, demand did not improve.
Natural rubber STR 20 prices were at $1130–
1170 per metric ton CIF China. Rubber
inventory in Qingdao remained on an upward
trend. Inventory volume reached 243.8
thousand metric tons by the middle of
December, up by 3.7% from late November. End-users continued to purchase cargoes as needed.
Furthermore, deep sea cargoes from Russia and Iran with competitive rates were available in Asia.
SBR 1502 offers from Iran and India were at $1000 per metric ton and $1080 per metric ton
delivered Northeast Asia, respectively. South Korean offers were at $1100-1150 per metric ton
delivered, Asia main ports. In China, SBR 1502 offers were at 8700 renminbi (RMB) per metric ton
ex-works in East China while market prices were at RMB 8900-9000 per metric ton ex-works ($962
per metric ton on an import parity basis). The spot SBR 1712 prices were assessed at $ 950-1050
per metric ton delivered Asia main ports. Primary offers of SBR 1712 were at RMB7800 per metric
ton ex-works in East China ($ 962 per metric ton on an import parity basis). Indian offers of PBR
were at $1000 per metric ton delivered China. Notional prices were posted at $1050-1150 per
metric ton delivered Asia main ports. Petro China adjusted its offers to RMB 7800 per metric ton exworks in East China ($962per metric ton on an import parity basis).

West Europe
The European synthetic rubber contract price for December was settled with a decrease owing to changes in
feedstock, butadiene and styrene. From demand perspective, the European synthetic rubber markets showed
a positive demand trend in December despite the developments in the upstream feedstock sector, along with
the changes in the energy and currency markets. As previously mentioned, all these changes resulted in a
decline in prices for synthetic rubber. At the beginning of 2015, quotations from around €_1400 per metric ton
for a synthetic rubber type 1500 were possible; thereafter, prices slipped to a level of around €1000per metric
ton. Spot offers for SBR 1500 were affected by high-volume offers from Russia, as the Russian currency was
significantly devaluated and the Russian synthetic rubber producers tried to sell these volumes to West
Europe. The new butadiene contract price settlement had an impact, but the fact is that synthetic rubber
imports from Russia were offered significantly below the new butadiene contract price and the associated new
synthetic rubber prices for January, especially PBR. Even though PBR usage in domestic applications is
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limited or influenced by legal guidelines or supply
restriction, this price pressure could not be neglected.
In December, some offers were below the domestic
offers by €75-150 per metric ton. Additionally, owing to
the weaker demand in Asia, especially in China,
expected export opportunities changed their direction to
the United States. The decline in global demand and
changing trade flows are expected to bring added
pressure to synthetic rubber producers in 2016,
especially for those who have a strong export business
orientation. It is just a question of whether the feedstock
cost reduction will be passed to the full extent or not,
and when. As for the costs, buyers are more restrained
in activities considering the current trends in the energy
sector, especially crude oil, as it might imply that further
price reductions in the first quarter of 2016.
From a demand perspective, November and December were satisfactory for synthetic rubber producers, if we
focus on the main sectors such as European OEM and replacement car tire production. Viewed over the
entire year 2015, both segments could have an overall positive trend as the available figures at present (year
to date until November) based on the Michelin Statistics showed a European market trend higher by 3%-plus.
It is not expected to see a significant demand decrease in December. This positive trend is also supported by
the OEM sector, according to the ACEA (European Automobile Manufacturers Association): in November
2015, the EU passenger car market surged 13.7%, marking the 27the consecutive month of growth and
totaling 1 085 259 units. All major passenger car markets rose strongly during the month, significantly
contributing to the positive outcome of the EU perimeter. Spain (up 25.4%), Italy (up 23.7%), and France (up
11.3%) were the leaders with their double-digit percentage gains, followed by Germany (up 8.9%), which also
performed better than in November 2014. The UK market recovered in November (up 3.8%) as well, after
declining in October. Over 11 months in 2015, new passenger car registrations increased 8.7%, reaching 12
603 855 units and surpassing 2014 full-year volumes. Nevertheless, this result is only now reaching the levels
registered in the immediate post-crisis years. All major markets sustained the overall upturn, with Spain
(20.9%) and Italy (up 15.5%) posting double-digit growth, followed by the United Kingdom (up 6.2%), France
(up 6.2%), and Germany (up 5.4%). In Europe, December price levels were assessed as follows. Emulsion
SBR is now in the range of€ 870 to € 1240 per metric ton for dry emulsion grade. The oil grades followed this
trend and TDAE extended in 1723 is now in a price range of € 965to € 1165 per metric ton. Solution SBR
grades are in a range of € 1340 to € 1440 per metric ton. For nickel-based PBR, prices are in a range of €
1230 to € 1330 per metric ton, while neodymium-based PBR prices sit in a range of €1230 to €1330 per
metric ton and lithium-based PBR is in a range of € 1380 to € 1480 per metric ton.
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United States
In the United States, fundamental synthetic rubber
demand trends have not changed. As we have
observed before, the leading indicators would seem to
point toward a stronger year for tire demand, and
therefore synthetic rubber, in 2016. Those US
indicators include strengthening miles driven,
improving employment statistics, and lower gasoline
prices. However, the current market sentiment seems
to have taken a wait-and-see attitude. Given the
results of the past couple of years that is probably a
reasonable position. In December, it seemed that the
typical year-end inventory adjustments for rubber
consumers were somewhat greater than normal. This
is understandable, given the ease with which
inventories can be replenished after the first of the
year. We do not expect significant changes over the
next month or so in the demand trends, but as noted in some important markets, the leading indicators remain
positive.

Market Analysis
Commodity synthetic rubber operating rates have been low for quite some time. The global operating rate is
between 60% and 70% of nameplate capacity. If
looking into each country, the operating rate differs
very much; however, there is no region where
operating rates are satisfactory to producers. One of
the main reasons is the weaker-than- expected
demand growth. Individuals were cutting expenditures
amid economic uncertainty and refrained from driving
amid high gasoline prices. This eventually decreased
the demand for replacement tires, which in many
parts of the world are the most significant tire demand
segment.
Another reason for the low operating rates is
overcapacity. Massive new capacities were added in
a short period of time, much higher than expected
demand growth. This oversupply will need a
significant amount of time to be absorbed by the
market. Because of these two main factors, synthetic
rubber producers have to run at lower rates amid
fierce competitions in the market. This weak synthetic
rubber market trend is expected to continue as well as low operating rates for a while.
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Natural Rubber
Monthly Market Summary
The average natural rubber price
remained at a level similar to last month.
The natural rubber price was already at
its lowest since 2008, setting a price
bottom for the time being. The average
price for SICOM was 53.14 cents per
pound (around $1171 per ton).
Continuing weak demand amid global
economic concerns and lower expected
global economic growth pressured both
synthetic and natural rubber market
sentiment. Warmer winter weather also
affected some of the demand for winter
tires globally. Continuing weak oil prices
are hurting the economies of some of the
oil-exporting countries, cutting expenses
and budgets. Weaker economic growth is
expected, as well as some global economic concerns, which continues to affect the automotive
industry. The prices in Europe and New York also maintained levels similar to last month. The West
European price averaged 55.53 cents per pound while the New York price averaged 62.38 cents per
pound in December. West European and New York prices remain below 0.60 cents per pound and
0.70 cents per pound, respectively. TOCOM natural rubber futures increased slightly in December,
about $50 per ton, compared with the November closing price. The November RSS3 contract closed
at 1140$ per ton), while the December contract closed at $1193 per ton). Monthly future prices on the
TOCOM through May 2016 were averaging within the range of 155-168 per kilogram throughout the
next six months.
Market Analysis
Natural and commodity synthetic rubber prices have similar price trends, although one is industrial
product while the other is agricultural product. In part, this is because both are mainly used in the
mobility industry especially to produce tires. Even though the price trend is similar, the spread
between the two prices varies. One cannot fully substitute for the other as most of the tire companies
have specific composition of tires, at the very least within well-defined ranges. Weak tire demand is
affecting both the natural and synthetic rubber and as a result, prices are at their lowest levels since
2009. Both products are troubled by continuing weak demand and oversupply. Massive synthetic
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rubber capacities were added within a short
period of time, outpacing the demand growth. At
the same time, natural rubber production was
not controllable as most of the production is from
small farmers where production generates
much-needed income. The market will need
significant time to absorb the oversupply as
demand is expected to recover much slower
than previously expected. As a result, prices are
expected to increase at a very moderate pace in
the short term.
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